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Abstract
Interest Flooding Attack (IFA) is one of the main security threats for the Named Data
Networking (NDN). Most of its existing countermeasures enable intermediate routers
near the attackers to independently detect the attack and consider the typical attack
scenario in which attackers directly send malicious Interests at a constant and relatively
high rate after the attack starts. Moreover, they may also throttle legitimate Interests
when enforcing the existing defense measures at intermediate routers as it is still
difficult for them to distinguish the Interests issued by attackers from those issued by
legitimate consumers. Instead, this work aims at a more sophisticated attack scenario in
which attackers start the attack at a relatively lower rate but gradually speed up to keep
the Pending Interest Tables (PITs) of the victims increasing to finally deplete the PIT
resources for legitimate consumers. It is relatively difficult for intermediate routers to
independently and timely detect such a sophisticated IFA. To solve this problem, we
propose a mechanism to detect and mitigate the sophisticated IFA from the
network-wide view, dubbed as DMNWV. In DMNWV, a central controller monitors the
network and makes a comprehensive and prompt decision on whether there is an
ongoing IFA based on the overall state of the whole network collected from the
abnormity information reports sent by the first-hop routers of attackers. Attack sources
can be directly located after an IFA is determined, and then the routers directly
connected to attackers (i.e., access routers) can take targeted measures based on the
located attackers to prevent malicious Interest from entering the network without
throttling legitimate Interests. We conduct an experimental study to evaluate the
performance of DMNWV, explore the parameter settings of the attack detection
algorithm at access routers, and measure the communication overhead of the central
controller. The experimental results validate that DMNWV can timely detect and
mitigate the sophisticated IFA without throttling requests from legitimate consumers
with significantly low communication overhead of the central controller, which will not
bring about too much burden to the network.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of network technology and the continuous growth of new
types of applications, the communication paradigm of the Internet has gradually trans-
formed from the resource sharing between hosts to the content distribution and retrieval.
The traditional host-centric IP networking was designed to connect static end-hosts,
which cannot support the requirements of today’s applications, such as mobility, efficient
content distribution, and others. Hence, researchers have proposed a series of possible
next-generation Internet architectures [2].
Named Data Networking (NDN) [3] is one of the most promising future Internet archi-

tectures. NDN names the content in the network and transforms the first entity of the
network from hosts to named content. NDN communication is driven by a consumer
issuing an Interest packet which specifies the name of the desired content segment. Then,
intermediate nodes route the Interest by the content name and the matching Data packet
with the desired content segment returns along the reverse path of the Interest. NDN
supports stateful forwarding. Each NDN router should maintain the state information of
each forwarded but not yet satisfied Interest in its Pending Interest Table (PIT). A PIT
entry will not be removed unless the corresponding Data packet for the recorded Interest
returns or its lifetime expires. This feature brings many advantages to NDN [4]. However,
it can also be exploited by attackers to launch a kind of NDN-specific DDoS attack—
Interest Flooding Attack (IFA). IFA attackers usually send a great number of spoofed
Interests for non-existent content to exhaust routers’ PIT resources to make them unable
to create new PIT entries for subsequent incoming Interests. Therefore, requests from
legitimate consumers will be discarded [5].
The existing mechanisms against IFA [6–12] have one or more of the following features.

First, the existing mechanisms mainly enable intermediate routers near the attackers to
independently detect and mitigate the attack and focus on the typical IFA scenario in
which attackers directly send malicious Interests at a constant and relatively high rate.
They may suffer performance degradation to a certain extent when a more sophisti-
cated IFA is launched as an independent decision on attack detection and mitigation
may lead to relatively high detection latency, poor sensitivity to low intensity attack, and
overreaction. Second, the requests from legitimate consumers may also be throttled as
the existing mitigation methods cannot accurately distinguish requests issued by attack-
ers from those issued by legitimate consumers. Third, it is difficult for most existing
mechanisms to trace back to attackers since an Interest contains no information about
its issuer.
Instead, this work focuses on the more sophisticated IFA scenario proposed in our

previous work [13], i.e., attackers start the attack at a relatively lower rate but speed up
step by step to keep the PITs of the victims increasing to exhaust their PIT resources,
and the changes of router statistics between any two consecutive time intervals dur-
ing the attack are much more slightly, which is relatively difficult to be timely detected
by the existing countermeasures. We propose a mechanism with a central controller to
detect and mitigate such sophisticated IFA from the network-wide view, which is referred
to as DMNWV. In DMNWV, each access router (i.e., the router directly connected to
consumers/attackers) in the network is responsible for detecting the state of its each inter-
face. When an access router finds there is something abnormal on its certain interfaces
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but is unsure whether there is an IFA, it will notify the controller and report its abnor-
mal observations according to the controller’s requests. Attack detection at access routers
can make it easier to locate attackers after an IFA is determined. The controller collects
the abnormal information detected by all the access routers that have found something
abnormal and detects the attack from the network-wide view based on the overall state of
the whole network, aiming to timely detect the attack before the network suffers severe
damage. When the controller determines that there is actually an ongoing IFA, it will fur-
ther locate the attackers and then inform the access routers under attack of their malicious
interfaces. Afterwards, access routers can take targeted countermeasures on the identi-
fied attackers at source according to the feedback from the controller, which can avoid
throttling requests from legitimate consumers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We analyze the state-of-the-art

mechanisms against IFA in Section 2. Section 3 presents the overall framework and design
specifications of DMNWV. We conduct an experimental study on DMNWV to evaluate
its performance, explore the parameter settings of the attack detection algorithm at access
routers, and measure the communication overhead of the controller in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Related work
Most existing mechanisms against IFA focus on the typical IFA scenario in which attack-
ers directly send malicious Interests at a constant rate, especially at a relatively high rate.
The IFA detection and identification of malicious prefix or/and interfaces in these mecha-
nisms are mainly based on PIT-related statistics, such as the satisfaction ratio of Interests
and PIT usage. Afanasyev et al. [6] presented three countermeasures to limit the number
of Interests forwarded in the network based on NDN’s inherent properties of storing per
packet state on each router and maintaining flow balance. Dai et al. [7] proposed Interest
traceback to trace back to the originators of malicious Interests after detecting an IFA. It
detects the attack only based on routers’ PIT sizes, which may misjudge small bursts of
Interests as IFAs. Vassilakis et al. [9] proposed amitigationmechanism that allows routers
to quickly identify and block attackers by detecting abnormal user behavior. Compagno
et al. [8] proposed Poseidon, in which an router determines an IFA when both the unsat-
isfaction ratio and PIT usage of Interests from a certain interface exceed their thresholds
respectively. Afterwards, the router will limit the rate of incoming Interests from its mali-
cious interfaces and issue a push-back “alert” message to the node connected to the
offending interface. However, the collaboration between routers in Poseidon appears only
during the mitigation phase. Salah et al. [14, 15] adopted a new framework to assign a
predetermined set of routers as monitoring routers which will detect and mitigate an IFA
with the help of a central controller. This framework can work efficiently when the net-
work is static. However, the network state is always changing in the real world, such as the
distribution of clients and the connections between different nodes, but the monitoring
routers in this framework are predetermined.
The mechanisms based on PIT-related statistics may cause misjudgment. For exam-

ple, the prefix hijacking attack can also lead to a high PIT expiration ratio, which
may be mistakenly classified as an IFA. Xin et al. [16] proposed to detect an IFA
based on cumulative entropy by monitoring the content request abnormal distribu-
tion and then introduced the malicious prefix identification method by relative entropy
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theory. Zhi et al. [17] proposed a Gini impurity-based IFA detection mechanism
using the statistical properties of the name field in the Interests to detect and miti-
gate IFAs. These two mechanisms above can quickly detect an IFA and avoid certain
misjudgment.
Most existing solutions distinguish Interests issued by attackers from those issued by

legitimate consumers by identifying the malicious prefix or/and interfaces. The most fre-
quently used mitigation method against IFA is limiting the rate of incoming Interests
from the malicious interfaces or under the malicious prefix or filtering out all the relevant
Interests, which can obviously reduce the number of malicious Interests in the network.
However, such method may also mistakenly drop requests from legitimate consumers,
since Interests coming from the identified malicious interfaces or under the malicious
prefix can also be issued by legitimate consumers. Ding et al. [10] presented a retrans-
mission forwarding mechanism to ensure legitimate consumers’ requests when defending
against an IFA. Wang et al. [18] proposed an approach called Disabling PIT Exhaustion
(DPE) to decouple all the malicious Interests from PIT, by directly recording their state
information (e.g., incoming interface) in the name of each malicious Interest rather than
PIT. The authors also introduced a packetmarking scheme to enable Data packet forward-
ing without the help of PIT. These two solutions can ensure that requests from legitimate
consumers under malicious prefix or from malicious interfaces can still be satisfied when
defense measures are taken after an IFA is detected. However, the complex processing
operations should be performed on all the potential malicious Interests, such as chang-
ing Interests’ names, which will bring about heavy burden to the network due to the large
scale of malicious Interests.
Most existing mechanisms against IFA enable intermediate routers near the attack-

ers to independently detect the attack and mainly focus on the typical IFA scenario, in
which distributed IFA attackers directly issue spoofed Interests for non-existent content
at a constant and fairly high rate after the attack starts. In this scenario, the states of
victims, such as the PIT usage and the satisfaction ratio of Interests, will immediately
have significant changes after the attack starts, so that an intermediate router can inde-
pendently and quickly find something abnormal and detect the attack based on its local
observations. However, carefully crafted attackers may manage to launch a more sophis-
ticated attack to keep the changes of router statistics much slighter, making it harder
for a single intermediate router to timely detect by itself. In our previous work [13], we
proposed a more sophisticated IFA scenario in which carefully crafted attackers issue
malicious Interests at a relatively lower initial rate at the beginning of the attack. In
this way, attackers can make sure that the PIT increasing rate is below a certain level.
Afterwards, the attackers speed up step by step to keep the router statistics changing
slightly so that it is relatively difficult for an intermediate router near the attackers to
timely detect the attack by itself due to the inconspicuous changes to its state informa-
tion between two consecutive intervals. Finally, the PIT resources of victim routers will be
exhausted.
This work aims at the more sophisticated IFA scenario introduced above. We propose

DMNWV against such sophisticated IFA with a central controller monitoring the net-
work from the network-wide view, aiming to timely detect the attack at an early stage
and then locate the attackers to mitigate the attack at source to avoid throttling legitimate
consumers’ requests.
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3 DMNWVmethod
In this section, we introduce the overall framework and design specifications of attack
detection and mitigation of our proposed DMNWVmethod.

3.1 Overall framework

In DMNWV, there is a central controller which monitors the network from the network-
wide view, aiming to timely detect the sophisticated IFA and then locate the attack sources
to take targeted defense measures to avoid throttling requests from legitimate consumers.
The overall framework of DMNWV is shown as Fig. 1. The routers directly connected
to consumers/attackers are referred to as access routers, and the rest routers are referred
to as intermediate routers. The dotted lines represent the interaction of attack-related
information between the central controller and all the access routers in the topology.
All the access routers in the network are responsible for monitoring their real-time

states and detect whether there is something abnormal, such as low satisfaction ratio
of received Interests, abnormal distribution of received requests, and excessive speed of
incoming Interests. If the access router can independently determine that there is an IFA,
it can immediately take defense measures. However, access routers are so close to attack-
ers that themalicious traffic that a single access router canmonitor is very small compared
to upstream routers close to the content provider. It is very difficult for a single access
router to make an independent decision on whether there is an IFA only based on its lim-
ited local observations. In DMNWV, we still select access routers to be the monitoring
routers since in this way, it is easier to locate attack sources and take defense measures. If
the access router finds an abnormity but is unsure whether there is an ongoing IFA only
based on its local observations, it can notify the central controller that there exists an
abnormity and then wait for the decision from the controller. The access router can report
its detailed observations about the detected abnormity to the controller based on the
demand of the controller. The monitored and reported information by all access routers

Fig. 1 The overall framework of DMNWV
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jointly contribute to the network-wide decision on the IFA of the controller. And each
access router is also required to take corresponding measures based on the final decision
of the controller.
The central controller constantly monitors the network from the network-wide view

and is logically connected to all the routers in the network. The controller can collect
all the abnormal information reports after receiving attack-related notifications from
access routers which have found something abnormal and can also proactively request
any information as required. According to all the information reported by access routers
which find something abnormal, the controller can learn more about the abnormal
traffic in the network and make a comprehensive decision on an IFA more accurately
and timely based on the overall state of the whole network compared to IFA detection
methods by a single router only based on its local limited observations. If an IFA is
determined, the controller will further locate attackers and then notify relevant access
routers of its final decision about the attack to make them take defense measures against
the IFA.

3.2 Attack detection

The attack detection in DMNWV is comprised of two parts, local attack detection at
access routers and network-wide attack detection at the central controller.
In most existing mechanisms against IFA, the attack detection is required to be per-

formed on each router in the network, which will bring about heavy burden to the
network. Moreover, it is difficult to locate attackers after an IFA is determined since an
Interest contains no information about its issuer to protect users privacy. Obviously, the
most efficient way to trace back to attack sources is making good use of access routers that
attackers are directly connected to. Therefore, in DMNWV, all the access routers in the
network are selected as monitoring routers, which will periodically detect whether there
is something abnormal on each of their interfaces.

3.2.1 Local attack detection at access routers

Most existing mechanisms against IFA are mainly based on PIT-related statistics, such as
PIT size (the number of PIT entries), PIT expiration ratio, and the unsatisfaction ratio of
incoming Interests. Such mechanisms may cause misjudgement. For example, the prefix
hijacking attack can also lead to high PIT expiration ratio, which may be misjudged as
an IFA. Moreover, the decision on an IFA may be delayed to some extent in PIT-based
mechanisms since they need to wait the malicious Interests to time out, and thus, the
adopted PIT-related measurements exceed the set thresholds, respectively.
Therefore, we choose the speed of incoming Interests as the main measurement to

detect an IFA at the access routers rather than PIT-related statistics to make the attack
detection more timely and accurately. The reason is that in order to launch an effective
IFA, attackers should issue a large number of spoofed Interests to make sure that the
speed at which a victim adds entries to its PIT is higher than that it removes, so that PIT
resources of the victim can eventually be exhausted. For an access router, it is obvious that
the speed of incoming Interests on a malicious interface connected to an attacker is cer-
tainly different from that on a legitimate interface connected to a legitimate consumer, so
the speed of incoming Interests can be used as a measurement to detect an IFA by access
routers.
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Algorithm 1 Process of attack detection and mitigation at an access router
Require: The average speed of incoming Interests vi, the number of expired Interets ei

of each interface facei on an access router Rx
1: for each interface i do
2: Yn ← CUSUM(vi)
3: if Yn ≥ Tsuspicious AND ei ≥ Ttimeout then
4: Mark facei as suspicious
5: if facei is the first abnoraml inferface detected by Rx then
6: Send specific Interest to notify the controller
7: end if
8: end if
9: end for

10: if Rx receives an attack-related Interest from the controller then
11: Validate the Interest

Get the command type according to the Interest name
12: if the Interest is to request the detected abnormal information by Rx then
13: Reply with the latest detected abnormal information of all interfaces that are

marked as suspicious
14: else
15: if the Interest is to notify that an IFA exists on Rx then
16: Get the malicious interfaces list based on Interest name

Mark all interfaces in the malicious interfaces list as malicious and block them
17: end if
18: else
19: if the Interest is to notify that no IFA exists on Rx then
20: Mark all interfaces as normal
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if

The non-parametric cumulative sum (CUSUM) [19] is one of the change point
detection algorithms and is widely used to detect abnormities, which can accumulate
small changes of the applied measurement to achieve amplification effect. So we apply
the CUSUM algorithm to the speed of incoming Interests on each interface of each access
router to detect an abnormity more timely and accurately.
We define the sequence {Xn} representing the average speed of incoming Interests on

an interface of an access router in a series of continuous time window �t. In normal con-
ditions, the speed at which legitimate consumers send Interests to request their desired
content is steady and fluctuates within a normal range. We assume that the upper bound
of the average speed at which legitimate consumers send Interests is β and β = (α+ 1)v,
where v is the mean value of the speed of Interests from legitimate consumers observed in
normal traffic conditions (where there is no attack or network congestion) and α is a con-
stant greater than 0 that indicates the percentage above the mean value that is considered
an indication of abnormal behavior. It is necessary to transfer {Xn} into a new sequence
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{Zn} by Zn = Xn − β , which must be negative during normal conditions. Further, we can
define another sequence {Yn} as follows:{

Yn = (Yn−1 + Zn)+, n > 0
Y0 = 0, n = 0

(1)

where

x+ =
{
x, x > 0
0, otherwise

(2)

When the observed average speed of incoming Interests on an interface of an access
router is larger than β , Yn becomes larger than 0 and will keep accumulating if the speed
of incoming Interests still keeps high. A large value Yn indicates that there may be an
ongoing IFA on the monitored interface. A threshold Tsuspicious is set for Yn.
Moreover, a burst of Interests, where many legitimate consumers send Interests to

request their desired content at a relatively high speed at the same time, is very simi-
lar to an IFA and may also lead to a large Yn value. But a significant difference is that
bursts of Interests sent by consumers are all legitimate and satisfiable, and the propor-
tion of expired Interests is extremely limited. While in an IFA, all malicious Interests sent
by attackers request for non-existent content and will certainly not be satisfied and then
all time out after their lifetime expires. Based on the above difference, an access router
will also record the number of expired Interests on each of its interfaces during each time
window, which can be a reference to the access router after a large Yn value is detected to
avoid misjudgement. And another threshold Ttimeout is set.
The process of attack detection and mitigation at an access router is displayed in

Algorithm 1. For each interface of an access router, when Yn exceeds Tsuspicious and
the number of expired Interests exceeds Ttimeout, the access router will judge that
this interface may be under an IFA and then send an Interest with specific name
/ndn/ddos/flooding/controller/routerId/abnormityNotification to notify the central con-
troller that something abnormal has been found, where the name component routerId
refers to the identifier of the access router so that the controller can learn which access
router the notification is sent by. Then, the access router will report its latest abnormal
observations according to the subsequently received requests from the controller. The
reported observations mainly include the time when the report is produced and the col-
lection of the information of incoming Interests on each suspicious interface at the access
router. The information of incoming Interests on each suspicious interface includes the
identifier of the interface, the prefixes and corresponding average speed of incoming
Interests under each prefix.

3.2.2 Network-wide attack detection at the central controller

The process of attack detection and mitigation at the central controller is displayed in
Algorithm 2. As soon as receiving the attack-related notification from an access router,
the controller replies with a Data packet expressing that it has already received the
notification and begins to periodically send Interests with specific name /ndn/ddos-
/flooding/routerId/report/reportSeq to request the latest observations at the access router
whose identifier is routerId.
Based on all the already received abnormal observations, the controller makes a com-

prehensive decision on whether there is an ongoing IFA. As the central controller
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monitors the network from the network-wide view, it can observe the overall topology of
the network. Moreover, each link in the network has its capacity limit. We express such
limit as the number of forwarded Interests out of each interface based on the physical
capacity of the corresponding interface (i.e., pending Interest Limit) as [6], which will be
proportional to the link’s bandwidth-delay product (BDP) [20]. The value of Interest limit
can be formalized as follows:

Interest Limit = Delay[s] · Bandwidth [Bytes/s]
Data packet size [Bytes]

(3)

where Delay is the expected time for the Interest to be satisfied and Data packet size is
the size of the returning Data packet.

Algorithm 2 Process of attack detection and mitigation at the central controller
Require: the factor θ(0 < θ � 1)
1: if the controller receives an attack notification Interest from an access router then
2: Validate the notification Interest

Get the access router’s identity according to the Interest name
Begin to periodically send Interests to request the abnormal information detected
by the access router

3: end if
4: for each received Data packet carrying the requested abnormal information from an

access router do
5: Parse the Data payload to get the detailed abnormal information
6: for each prefix-speed pair in each interface in the report do
7: Find out the corresponding producer of the prefix

Calculate the path from the access router to the producer
Add the volume of reported abnormal Interests to the statistics of each link on
the path

8: end for
9: end for

10: if there is one or more link under attack then
11: Determine that there is an IFA
12: for each link under attack do
13: Find out the sources of suspicious Interests on that link, i.e., access routers and

their malicious interfaces respectively
14: end for
15: Send Interests to notify relevant access routers of their malicious interfaces repec-

tively
16: else
17: if there is always no link determined as under attack in a certain period of time

then
18: Determine that there is no IFA

Send Interests to notify relevant access routers of no attack
19: end if
20: end if
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For each report, the controller finds out the corresponding content provider of
the reported suspicious Interests and then calculates the paths that suspicious Inter-
ests traverse from the access router to the content provider. Afterwards, the con-
troller will further calculate the total number of suspicious Interests transmitted on
each link. If the controller finds that there is one or more links on which the num-
ber of data requested is going to reach the corresponding link’s capacity limit (i.e.,
the number of requested data ≥ θ · Interest limit, where θ is a constant and
0 < θ � 1), it determines that there is an ongoing IFA in the network and then finds out
the sources of suspicious Interests on that link, i.e., access routers whose reported suspi-
cious Interests pass through that link and through which interfaces these Interests enter
the network (i.e., their corresponding malicious interfaces). Otherwise, if there is always
no such link in a certain period of time, the controller determines that there is no an
ongoing IFA. Afterwards, the controller notifies relevant access routers of its decision.
If an IFA is determined, the controller sends an Interest with the specific name /ndn-
/ddos/flooding/routerId/attackACK/MaliciousInterfacesList to notify the access router
whose identifier is routerId that its interfaces listed in MaliciousInterfacesList are mali-
cious. Otherwise, an Interest with name /ndn/ddos/flooding/routerId/noAttack is issued
by the controller to notify the access router whose identifier is routerId that it is
not under an IFA. After receiving the feedback from an access router (i.e., a Data
packet) expressing that it has already received the notification and taken actions accord-
ing to the controller’s decision, the controller will stop requesting the access router’s
observations.
Note that all the attack-related Interests exchanged between the controller and access

routers are signed to avoid bringing new security issues to NDN.

3.3 Attack mitigation

After an IFA is detected, most existing mechanisms mitigate the attack by limit-
ing the rate of incoming Interests from the identified malicious interfaces or under
the malicious prefix. This method can significantly reduce the number of mali-
cious Interests forwarded in the network, but requests from legitimate consumers
may also be mistakenly throttled. Since the Interests from malicious interfaces or
under malicious prefix may also be issued legitimate consumers and it is difficult
for intermediate routers to accurately distinguish Interests issued by attackers from
those issued by legitimate consumers only based on the identified malicious prefix or
interfaces.
In view of the problem above, the attack mitigation in DMNWV is performed at

access routers that attackers are directly connected to and through which malicious
Interests enter the network. As soon as receiving the attack-related notification from
the controller expressing that there is an IFA on its certain interfaces, an access
router will immediately block the nodes directly connected to its malicious interfaces
determined by the controller, i.e., dropping all the incoming Interests from its mali-
cious interfaces. Mitigating an IFA at source can directly prevent malicious Interests
from entering the network and avoid throttling the requests from legitimate con-
sumers, since for an access router, the node directly connected to a malicious inter-
face must be an attacker and Interests from the malicious interfaces are all issued by
attackers.
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4 Performance evaluation and result discussion
In this section, we present the experimental studies on DMNWV. We evaluate the per-
formance of DMNWV, explore the parameter settings of the attack detection algorithm
at access routers, and measure the communication overhead of the controller.
We use the open-source ndnSIM [21], a NS-3 based NDN simulator, to run our sim-

ulations. The topology we used is based on a modified version of Rocketfuel’s AT&T
topology [22], which is shown as Fig. 2. The topology consists of 182 nodes, including 80
leaf nodes shown as red (i.e., consumers), 25 gateway nodes shown as green (i.e., access
routers, which are directly connected to consumers), and 77 intermediate nodes shown as
blue (i.e., intermediate routers, which are directly connected to other routers). Moreover,
we additionally create a new node serving as the central controller, which is connected to
a randomly selected intermediate router. The central controller will not participate in the
routing of packets between consumers and producers.
In our experiments, 40% of the consumers are randomly selected as attackers, and we

randomly pick either an intermediate node or a gateway node as the content provider.
Before the attack starts, attackers do as what legitimate consumers do, i.e., send satisfiable
Interests at the same speed as legitimate consumers. The initial attack speed of attackers
is 1/3 of the speed of Interests from legitimate consumers. Each simulation is repeated for
10 runs to randomize the results to get an average result. The detailed parameter settings
are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2 The topology used in the simulation
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Table 1 Parameter setting

Parameter Default value

Maximum PIT size 2000 PIT entries

The lifetime of Interests 1 s

Size of each content item 1100 bytes

Forwarding strategy BestRoute

Rate of legitimate consumers 40 Interests per second

Delay in (3) 300 ms

Simulation time 300 s

Duration of attack 60–240 s

Time window (�t) 1 s

Tsuspicious 3 · v
Ttimeout 0.2 · v · �t(s)

Factor α for access routers 0.5

Factor θ for the controller 0.7

4.1 Performance evaluation

4.1.1 Performance of DMNWV

In this part, we evaluate the performance of DMNWV and compare it with Satisfaction-
based Interest acceptance (SBA) and Satisfaction-based pushback (SBP) presented in [6],
and BestRoute strategy which represents the state of the network with no defense mech-
anism. The attack speed is 3% higher per second, the factor α is set to 0.5 and the time
window is set to 1 s. The results are shown as Fig. 3.
We quantify the performance of DMNWV from the following three aspects: (1) the

satisfaction ratio of legitimate Interests, (2) the average number of PIT entries at inter-
mediate routers, and (3) the delay of legitimate Interests (time interval between the
first Interest sent and the received Data packet, i.e., including the time of Interest
retransmissions).
When there is no defense mechanism, the number of PIT entries keeps gradually

increasing after the attack starts. In the early stage of the attack, though the PIT usage at
intermediate routers becomes larger than that in the normal condition, there is still no
router’s PIT resources exhausted. Therefore, the satisfaction ratio and delay of legitimate
Interests keep unchanged. But with the increase of the attack speed, malicious Interests
continue to accumulate in the PITs of routers under attack. Finally, the PIT resources of
victim routers will be exhausted by malicious Interests, which makes them unable to cre-
ate new PIT entries for subsequently incoming legitimate Interests, so the satisfaction

Fig. 3 Performance of DMNWV
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ratio of legitimate Interests begins to decline and the delay of legitimate Interests begins
to increase after the attack lasts for a period of time.
In SBA and SBP, the probability that a router accepts the received Interest is based on

the satisfaction ratio of incoming Interests on the arrival interface of the received Interest.
After the sophisticated IFA starts, the satisfaction ratio of incoming Interests on interme-
diate routers’ interfaces which malicious Interests pass by begins to decline. Therefore,
some legitimate Interests will be dropped mistakenly and the delay of legitimate Interests
becomes larger, even when there is still no router’s PIT resources exhausted by malicious
Interests in the early stage of the attack. Though the PIT usage is improved, it is still higher
than that in the normal condition. Since there are still a proportion of malicious Inter-
ests successfully forwarded and some requests from legitimate consumers mistakenly
dropped, such Interests will pend in routers’ PITs until their lifetime expires.
However, in DMNWV, the satisfaction ratio and average delay of legitimate Interests

are always the same as those before the sophisticated IFA starts. Though the PIT usage
at intermediate routers becomes larger at the beginning of the attack, it is still relatively
low and will return to its normal level after the attack is detected. Since DMNWV can
detect the sophisticated IFA timely before the victims’ PITs are overwhelmed and then
mitigate the attack at source, i.e., directly dropping all the Interests from the malicious
interfaces at access routers (i.e., attackers), which can directly prevent malicious Interests
from entering the network and will not throttle the requests from legitimate consumers.

4.1.2 Exploration on the parameter settings of the non-parametric CUSUMalgorithm at

access routers

In this part, we explore the parameter settings of the attack detection algorithm at access
routers. Figure 4 shows the impact of different parameters on the behavior of the non-
parametric CUSUM algorithm on a malicious interface at an access router during the
sophisticated IFA, including the time window, the factor α, and the attack speed. The
default value of time window is 1 s, the default value of factor α is 0.5, and the attack speed
is 3% higher per second by default.
Figure 4a shows the value ofYn under different timewindows. The value of timewindow

ranges between 1 to 5 s. It can be seen that the value of Yn is always equal to zero when
the attack speed is relatively low in the early stage of the attack. With the increase of the
attack speed, the average speed of incoming Interests on a malicious interface at an access
router becomes larger and the value of Yn begins to continuously accumulate and keeps
increasing. Since the value of Yn is calculated and accumulates at the end of each time

Fig. 4 Behavior of the non-parametric CUSUM algorithm at access routers during the attack
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window, the smaller the time window is, the more frequently the value of Yn accumulates,
and the faster the value of Yn grows. Figure 4b shows the value of Yn under different attack
speeds. The attack speed is set to 3%, 5%, 7%, and 10% higher per second, respectively. It is
obvious that the faster the attackers speed up, the larger the value of Yn is at the same time
and the earlier an access router can find an abnormity on themalicious interface. Figure 4c
presents the value of Yn while the factor α ranges between 0.5 and 2.0. The smaller the
factor α is, the smaller the value of β is and the earlier the value of Yn becomes larger
than zero and begins to keep increasing. Since the attackers gradually speed up, the attack
speed becomes significantly larger than the mean value of the speed of Interests from
legitimate consumers (i.e., v) after the attack lasts for a period of time and the difference
in the value of Yn under different values of the factor α becomes smaller.

4.1.3 Communication overhead of the controller

In this part, we measure the communication overhead of the central controller and evalu-
ate how three different factors impact the overhead, including the time window, the factor
� for the controller, and the value of Tsuspicious for access routers.
We express the communication overhead of the controller in the form of the number of

attack-related Interests sent by the controller in our simulations, which mainly consists
of two parts, (1) request Interests sent to access routers under attack to retrieve their
detected abnormal information, respectively, the responses of which should be further
parsed and analyzed by the controller, and (2) notification Interests sent to notify access
routers of the controller’s decision, respectively.
Request Interests sent by the controller: Figure 5a shows the impact of time window

on the number of request Interests sent by the controller. The time window ranges from 1
to 5 s. With the increase of time window, the number of request Interests sent by the con-
troller decreases. The reason is that after receiving an attack-related notification from an
access router, the larger time window is, the less frequently the controller sends Interests
to request the detected abnormal information and the less Interests the controller sends.
Figure 5b shows how the factor � for the controller impact the number of request

Interests sent by the controller. The value of � ranges from 0.3 to 0.9. In DMNWV, the
controller determines that a link is under an IFA when the number of suspicious Inter-
ests transmitted on the link reaches a certain percentage (i.e., the factor �) of the link’s
capacity limit based on all the reported abnormal information. Therefore, for a link which
malicious Interests transmit on, the larger the value of � is, the later the controller will

Fig. 5 Communication overhead of the controller
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determine that the link is under attack and the more Interests the controller should send
to request the abnormal information detected by access routers.
Figure 5c shows the number of request Interests sent by the controller under different

values of Tsuspicious, which ranges from 40 to 400 (i.e., from 1 to 10 times the rate of Inter-
ests from legitimate consumers). In DMNWV, when no attack-related notification from
an access router is received, no Interests will be issued by the controller. The controller
begins to periodically send request Interests to obtain the abnormal information detected
by an access router after the access router detects something abnormal and notifies the
controller. It is obvious that the smaller the value of Tsuspicious is, the earlier an access
router under an IFA detects something abnormal and sends a notification to the con-
troller, and the earlier the controller begins to request the detected abnormal information.
Therefore, in general, the number of request Interests sent by the controller decreases
with the increase of the value of Tsuspicious on the whole. However, in some cases, a larger
value of Tsuspicious may lead to more request Interests sent by the controller, which is
shown as Fig. 5c when the value of Tsuspicious is set to 240. The reason is that in DMNWV,
after an IFA is determined, the controller will further locate attackers and notify access
routers under attack of their malicious interfaces, respectively. And for an access router,
the abnormal information of the interfaces that have already been determined as mali-
cious by the controller will no longer be reported to the controller. In such case, the
total number of suspicious interfaces whose abnormal information will be reported to
the controller decreases, and thus, the total number of suspicious Interests reported to
the controller becomes smaller. And the controller needs to send more request Interests
to obtain the newly detected abnormal information and determines that a link is under
attack until the number of suspicious Interests transmitted on the link becomes large
enough. Therefore, even more request Interests should be sent by the controller though
the value of Tsuspicious is set larger in some cases.
Notification Interests sent by the controller: As can be seen from Fig. 5, the total

number of notification Interests sent by the controller keeps stable under different param-
eter settings. In DMNWV, after an IFA is determined, the controller will further locate
attack sources. For each access router that is determined as under attack, the controller
will notify the access router of all its malicious interfaces by sending only one notifica-
tion Interest, even when there is more than one malicious interfaces. However, in some
cases, for an access router under attack, there are some interfaces that are judged as sus-
picious later after the previously detected and reported suspicious interfaces have already
been determined as malicious by the controller. In such case, the access router should
notify the controller again to report the abnormal information of its newly detected sus-
picious interfaces. Then, the controller should send another notification Interest to the
access router after the newly reported suspicious interfaces are determined as malicious.
However, the probability of such case is limited since distributed IFA attackers always
try to simultaneously start the attack and the differences of attack on different malicious
interfaces are limited. In general, the total number of notification Interests sent by the
controller is approximately equal to the number of access routers under attack and may
be slightly larger in some cases.
As can be seen from the above, the proposed mechanism, DMNWV, can work

efficiently with significantly low communication overhead of the controller. In our experi-
ments, the total number of request Interests sent by the controller is smaller than 400 and
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the number of notification Interests sent by the controller is approximately equal to 20
during the entire simulation run, while the rate of Interests from legitimate consumers is
40 Interests per second. Therefore, the work of the central controller will not bring about
too much burden to the network.

4.2 Result discussion

As can be seen from the experimental results presented above, DMNWV can timely
detect the sophisticated IFA and locate attack sources, and then mitigate the attack at
source without throttling legitimate consumers’ requests with relatively low communica-
tion overhead of the central controller.
However, there are still some limitations of DMNWV. It is obvious that in DMNWV,

the cooperation between the central controller and access routers plays a key role in the
performance of DMNWV. A good cooperation can make DMNWV work as efficiently
as possible to timely detect and mitigate the attack to protect the network from being
seriously damaged as well as keep the communication overhead of the controller signifi-
cantly low at the same time. However, improper interaction of attack-related information
between the controller and access routers can also make DMNWV suffer performance
degradation to some extent. For example, as shown in Fig. 5c, the parameter setting
that Tsuspicious is 240 while the factor � is 0.7 leads to the phenomenon that there are
a small proportion of attackers difficult to be located and the communicaiton overhead
of the controller is greater. Moreover, when a significantly high-rate IFA is launched,
the performance of DMNWV may also be negatively impacted since the attack-related
Interests exchanged between the controller and access routers may be dropped by the
victim routers whose PIT resources will be immediately exhausted by malicious Interests
after the high-rate IFA starts.
In our future work, the current design and implementation of DMNWV introduced in

this paper can be further improved from the following two aspects. First, a reasonable
and comprehensive method of parameter settings should be proposed to improve the
cooperation between the controller and access routers to make DMNWV work as effi-
ciently as possible. Among all the parameters in DMNWV, our future work will mainly
focus on the following two parameters of them, (1) the value of Tsuspicious which deter-
mines when an access router under attack will notify the controller mainly based on
the Interest speed of its each interface and what the scale of suspicious Interests is at
that time, and (2) the factor � which determines when the controller will make a deci-
sion that a link is under attack based on the link’s capacity limit and all the reported
abnormal information from access routers. These two parameters play the major role in
the effectiveness of the cooperation between the controller and access routers. Second,
DMNWV should also be improved to work efficiently enough when faced with a relatively
high-rate IFA.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a mechanism, called DMNWV, to detect and mitigate a more
sophisticated IFA from the network-wide view based on a central controller, aiming to
timely detect the attack and locate attackers before it causes great damage to the network
and then mitigate the attack at source without throttling the requests from legitimate
consumers.
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In DMNWV, each access router is responsible for detecting whether there is some-
thing abnormal on each of its interfaces. When an access router finds an abnormity but
is unsure whether there is an IFA, it will send an Interest with specific name to notify the
controller and then report the abnormal information of its suspicious interfaces based
on the controller’s requests. The central controller collects all the abnormal informa-
tion detected by access routers and makes a comprehensive decision on whether there is
an ongoing IFA based on the overall state of the network. If an IFA is determined, the
controller will further locate the attackers and notify the access routers under attack of
their malicious interfaces respectively. Afterwards, access routers can refuse to accept
any Interest from its malicious interfaces determined by the controller, which can directly
and immediately prevent malicious Interests from entering the network as well as avoid
throttling requests from legitimate consumers. The experimental studies validate that
DMNWV can timely detect the sophisticated IFA and accurately locate attackers before
the attack causes great damage to the network with quite low communication overhead
of the central controller, and legitimate consumers can still retrieve the desired content.
In our future work, we will improve the cooperation between the central controller and
access routers and also enable DMNWV to work efficiently enough when faced with a
relatively high-rate IFA.
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